
UI & UX Design
(Praktikum oder Werkstudent, m/w)

FoxBase GmbH, Speditionstraße 15A, D-40221 Düsseldorf, Mail: jobs@foxbase.de, www.foxbase.de/en/jobs

And now? Are you eager to shape the future of e-commerce  with us? Then become part of our team and 
send your application (either in English or German) to our founder and Technology-Fox Carsten 

(jobs@foxbase.de)

THAT’S WAITING FOR YOU

✔ One team. One goal.

✔ Flat hierarchies

✔ Room for your ideas

✔ Real responsibility

✔ Honest appreciation

✔ Steep learning curve

✔ Fair remuneration

✔ Stock Options Program

✔ Flexible working hours

YOU SHOULD BRING THIS WITH YOU

Senior-Developer
(Full-Time - m/f/d)

START WITH US!

As a software startup, we have developed a solution that uses artificial intelligence to accelerate and
digitize B2B sales in a revolutionary way. In doing so, we pursue great goals, both technologically and
entrepreneurially. If you want to make a real difference in an agile and highly innovative environment
with passion, then you've come to the right place in our team.

▪ Most importantly: you enjoy entrepreneurship
and working in a team!

▪ Our gears need to mesh, so we expect you to
work both independently and result driven as
well as in close collaboration with the team

▪ You are committed, motivated and curious to
learn every day something new

▪ You have a degree in computer science, but
we also appreciate it if you have gained
comparable skills in different ways

▪ You have gained in depth development
experience in particular regarding web-
applications, using e.g. JavaScript, TypeScript,
HTML/CSS, Node.JS and SQL-Databases

▪ Hands-On experience in Angular, GraphQL,
Apollo, Docker or Nomad would be a plus

▪ You want to broaden your horizon and acquire
insights into areas like data science and
artificial intelligence

▪ Finally, if you think you match, you are exactly
the person we are looking for!


